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Abstract

This article analyses Finnish children's experiences of post-separation parental stalking as a form of domestic violence and explores how the capabilities approach (CA) can help social workers understand the issue and support children. The data consist of thematic interviews with eighteen children and young people (aged 4–21 years) whose father or stepfather has stalked their mothers after separation. The theory-driven data analysis was carried out by utilising the CA as the theoretical framework. Our findings show that parental stalking undermines children's well-being by compromising their safety and reducing their capabilities to use their agency. The study deepened our understanding of issues that children value in their lives and of their possibilities to exercise their agency under parental stalking. Our findings suggest that social workers can support children's agency and their chances of living out their values through interventions which provide internal and external protection. It is important that social workers create a situated understanding of children's experiences through a relationship in which children are considered sentient individuals who are listened to and valued. The article offers a novel contribution to the application of the CA in social work involving children exposed to parental stalking.
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Introduction

Domestic violence does not always end after separation. Instead, it may continue as stalking perpetrated by the ex-partner or as parental stalking when children are involved. Stalking involves intense and pursuing activity consisting of repeated, coercive and controlling behaviours, such as following, harassing and threatening, that cause fear and distress in the victims. It can include visual or physical proximity; nonconsensual communication and spoken, written or implied threats. It can also involve acts that, taken individually, do not constitute illegal behaviour—such as sending gifts—but the context in which they take place may turn them into abusive experiences (e.g. Spitzberg and Cupach, 2014; Logan and Walker, 2017; Fissel et al., 2020). Nowadays digital communication and surveillance through different devices, apps and social networking forums provide a multitude of ways for perpetrators to stalk their victims (Woodlock, 2017; Nikupeteri et al., 2021). Moreover, the COVID-19 pandemic has increased the victims’ vulnerability, particularly because they have been confined to their homes and technology provides perpetrators with new ways to control, threaten and isolate them (Bracewell et al., 2022).

The most prevalent form of partner stalking is one in which a male perpetrator targets his female partner (e.g. Spitzberg and Cupach, 2007; Fissel et al., 2020). According to the study conducted by Kuehner et al. (2012), from a total of sixty-eight women and ten men fulfilling the criteria for having been victims of stalking, only one man and every third woman were stalked by their ex-partner. An EU-wide survey on violence against women shows that in Finland, 40 per cent of the women over the age of 15 years who reported stalking experiences named their partner as the perpetrator. In the UK, the main form of stalking (48 per cent) was also that perpetrated by women’s partners (European Union Agency for Fundamental Rights, 2012). Stalking is more physically violent and poses a higher risk of lethal violence when the victim and the stalker have been in a sexual relationship and there has been prior domestic violence in the relationship (Farnham et al., 2000; DeKeseredy et al., 2017; Bendlin and Sheridan, 2021).

Stalking targeted at the mother creates a victimising environment for her children. Children may be the perpetrator’s means to get in contact with the ex-partner or they may be direct targets of violent acts and even death threats (Nikupeteri and Laitinen, 2015; Løkkegaard et al., 2019; Nikupeteri et al., 2021). Children can be harmed not just by witnessing violence but also via the range of tactics that perpetrators often use: psychological/emotional abuse, manipulation, monitoring and micro-management of activities and isolation from sources of support (e.g. Nikupeteri and Laitinen, 2015; Callaghan et al., 2018; Katz et al., 2020).
When there are children in common, the perpetrator can use custody issues and contact arrangements as reasons for harassing the ex-partner (Humphreys et al., 2019; Katz et al., 2020). The stalking parent can take legal action, such as filing lawsuits concerning child custody and making false reports by accusing the other parent of child abuse. The stalker may also use professionals as a means to further victimise the other parent, for example, by expressing concern for the children’s well-being when spending time with the mother (e.g. Løkkegaard et al., 2019; Bracewell et al., 2022). Child contact issues also increase the risk of severe physical violence (Bendlin and Sheridan, 2021). Parental stalking thus poses a major threat to children’s well-being, their rights and their freedom to exercise their agency. The complex and subtle nature of stalking and its impacts on children pose a challenge for social workers in addressing and promoting the best of the child, and therefore new theoretical knowledge is needed to analyse the phenomenon.

This article is part of a larger Finnish project called ‘Children’s Knowing Agency in Private, Multiprofessional and Societal Settings—the Case of Parental Stalking’ exploring children’s experiences of and their agency and rights in parental stalking. In the present study, we utilise the capability approach (CA) conceived by Sen (1999, 2005) and further explored by Nussbaum (2011) as the theoretical framework for analysing children’s experiences of parental stalking. Our research question is: ‘What does the CA reveal about children’s experiences of parental stalking?’ In previous research we have approached children’s experiences drawing on the theory of coercive control through which we analysed gender dynamics and power imbalances in parental stalking (Katz et al., 2020; Nikupeteri et al., 2021). The CA as a multidimensional theoretical framework enables us to analyse further children’s experiences of parental stalking, where their capabilities to exercise their agency is threatened. It also helps to analyse day-to-day qualitative harm and losses caused by the father’s stalking behaviour and their cumulative effects on children, ultimately depriving children of their capabilities (Sen, 1999; Logan and Walker, 2017). Further, it enables the exploration of factors that promote children’s rights and well-being in these situations (Hart and Brando, 2018).

The three key concepts of the CA are ‘capabilities’, ‘functionings’ and ‘conversion factors’. Capabilities refer to the effective freedom of individuals to live a life that they have a reason to value. The difference between a capability and functioning is same as the difference between freedom (opportunity) to achieve something and an achievement (outcome) (Robeyns, 2003). Individuals have different abilities to convert means or resources into valuable opportunities (capabilities) or outcomes (functionings). Differences can arise even with the same set of personal means for a variety of reasons or ‘conversion factors’. Robeyns

Nussbaum (2011) argues for the compilation of a list of the fundamental capabilities necessary for human well-being, even though a definitive list of capabilities for all people has been contested, for example, by Sen (2005). A number of researchers have argued for children’s capabilities to be given particular attention (Biggeri et al., 2006). The CA is often regarded as a way of operationalising human rights, shifting the focus from formal rights to the ability of people to exercise these rights in practice. Burchardt and Vizard (2009) compiled a provisional list of children’s capabilities that incorporates the United Nations Convention on the Rights of the Child as follows: The capability to

- be alive,
- live in physical security,
- be healthy, including physical and mental health,
- be knowledgeable, to understand and reason and to have the skills to participate in society,
- enjoy a comfortable standard of living, with independence and security,
- engage in productive and valued activities,
- enjoy individual, family and social life,
- participate in decision-making, have a voice and influence, as appropriate to the child’s stage of development,
- express oneself and have self-respect,
- know that one is protected and treated fairly under the law.

Although each capability has intrinsic value, it can be instrumental for other capabilities. For example, a child’s capability to be in good health is an end in itself, but also a means of realising the child’s capability to be educated. Children’s abilities to convert capabilities into functionings depend on adults’ decisions that can constrain their agency, often but not always in order to secure their well-being (Biggeri et al., 2011). In the context of domestic violence, studies show that violence and abuse affect negatively children’s capabilities by causing multiple losses and pain, but they also show that children have multifaceted agency in that they have hope for the future and can respond to and cope with domestic violence (e.g. Morris et al., 2015; Arai et al., 2021).

By using the CA to analyse children’s experiences, we seek to deepen our understanding of factors that impede and promote children’s capabilities. Identifying these factors can help social workers to promote the well-being and rights of children exposed to parental stalking and to support the safety of the children (see IASSW, 2014; Stanley and Humphreys, 2015). Increasing attention has been paid on how the CA can inform social work research and practice (Den Braber, 2014; Gupta et al., 2016; Hickle, 2020). This article offers a novel contribution to the
application of the CA in social work with children exposed to parental stalking.

**Methodology**

**Sample, data and method**

The article draws on interviews with eighteen children and young people (fifteen girls and three boys, aged 4–21 years) whose father or stepfather have stalked their mothers after separation. The data were collected by the first and second authors in collaboration with experts on domestic violence—social workers and psychologists—who work with victims of stalking at the national Stalking Support Center in Finland. The experts contacted families meeting the following criteria: (1) The family’s client-hood was prolonged due to the father’s stalking, (2) the child was or had been a client and (3) the child was otherwise suitable as a participant considering the family situation or the child’s age and stage of traumatisation.

In most instances, the stalker was the child’s biological father and in some cases stepfather. All the children lived with their mothers. Many were in contact with their father, at least under supervision. As for some children, there was or had previously been a restraining order against the father.

The experts conducted thematic interviews with the children, involving altogether six individual and six pair interviews with siblings (twelve children). The following themes for the interviews were formed in collaboration with the researchers and the experts: children’s experiences of stalking; their emotions, relationships, resources and needs for help and their encounters with professionals. The interviews were conducted between the years 2012 and 2019, they lasted from 18 to 105 min and they were audio recorded and transcribed. The language of the interviews was Finnish and they were transcribed and translated into English for joint analysis.

**Ethical considerations**

As the research participants were children in a particularly vulnerable situation, ethical considerations were highly important. First, ethical permission for the study was given by the Research Ethics Committee of the University of Lapland based on the research ethics guidelines of the Finnish National Board on Research Integrity (2019). Second, the research permit was endorsed by the two local divisions of the Stalking Support Center. Third, a written informed consent was given by the children and their mothers. The children were informed that they were free to withdraw from the study at any phase and that they could decline to
discuss issues with which they felt uncomfortable. In the data collection, a child-centred approach was embraced, including the principle of children’s right to participation, agency and protection (Eriksson and Näsmann, 2012). The experts adapted the interviews to the age and developmental stage of the child. The risk of possible harmful consequences caused by children’s participation was critically evaluated. The experts payed careful attention to the children’s reactions during the interviews and after each interview offered them an opportunity to discuss the feelings that the interviews possibly caused.

Data analysis

In the analysis, we adopted a theory-driven method (Layder, 1998), where the CA was utilised as a flexible, analytic framework. We started the analysis by reading and coding the data from the perspectives of capabilities, functionings, conversion factors and how the children exercised their agency (Robeyns, 2005; Nussbaum, 2011). After coding the data, we systematically went through the concepts included in the theory-driven approach. First, we paid attention to the children’s hopes, desired capabilities and actual functionings, and conceptualised three dimensions of continuations and disruptions caused by the stalking in the children’s lives. The dimensions—existential, social and physical–spatial—describe similarities and differences between children’s experiences. Second, based on Sen’s (2005, 2009) and Robeyns’ (2005) sets of conversion factors, we identified individual, relational, institutional and socio-structural and cultural factors that influenced the children’s capabilities. Next, we will describe our results using anonymised excerpts from the children’s narratives with pseudonyms.

Results

Capabilities and functionings impacting children’s agency and well-being

The data show that the children’s hopes serve as a basis for the desired capabilities, whilst their actual functioning is restricted by their fathers’ stalking behaviours, thereby limiting their capacity to realise these capabilities (Sen, 2005; Nussbaum, 2011). The desired capabilities and actual functionings are interwoven as dimensions of continuity and disruptions in children’s lives and appear on the existential, social and physical–spatial levels (Table 1).
The children’s possibilities for ‘existential continuity’ were based on their wishes to have an ‘ordinary’ family and to feel safe at home, in the community and at school/kindergarten.

Interviewer 1: Well … is there still something … what kind of wishes do you have? Close to school and friends. What else? What comes to your mind Jesse, what would you wish for? (…)

Jesse: That dad doesn’t know where we are and that kind of stuff.

Interviewer 1: Yeah …

Joonas: And that life would change back to the ordinary way it was earlier.

Interviewer 1: Yeah. What would it be like if it were ordinary life?

Jesse: That dad would no longer … do anything.

Interviewer 2: If it were ordinary life, would you meet your dad then?

Joonas: At times.

Feeling safe means that the various spheres of life are free from harassment. However, the children’s narratives were permeated with anxiety and fear caused by the father’s stalking. The children said that they felt insecure both at home and in public places, were afraid when meeting the father and tried to adjust to his unpredictable behaviour, as described in a sibling interview:

Maija: We couldn’t be at home anymore. (…) And then at the end it got to a point where, as we were at our dad’s parents … he found out that we were there. So it wasn’t safe to be there either, so then, the only place where we could go at that point was the shelter. But it wasn’t safe to be there [at the shelter] either, so then (…)

This table shows three dimensions of continuity and disruptions in the children’s lives regarding children’s hopes and desired capabilities and actual functionings. The dimensions are: existential, social and physical and spatial.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1. Dimensions of continuity and disruptions in the children’s lives</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Children’s hopes and desired capabilities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Actual functionings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social continuity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical and spatial continuity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The children’s possibilities for ‘existential continuity’ were based on their wishes to have an ‘ordinary’ family and to feel safe at home, in the community and at school/kindergarten.

Interviewer 1: Well … is there still something … what kind of wishes do you have? Close to school and friends. What else? What comes to your mind Jesse, what would you wish for? (…)

Jesse: That dad doesn’t know where we are and that kind of stuff.

Interviewer 1: Yeah …

Joonas: And that life would change back to the ordinary way it was earlier.

Interviewer 1: Yeah. What would it be like if it were ordinary life?

Jesse: That dad would no longer … do anything.

Interviewer 2: If it were ordinary life, would you meet your dad then?

Joonas: At times.

Feeling safe means that the various spheres of life are free from harassment. However, the children’s narratives were permeated with anxiety and fear caused by the father’s stalking. The children said that they felt insecure both at home and in public places, were afraid when meeting the father and tried to adjust to his unpredictable behaviour, as described in a sibling interview:

Maija: We couldn’t be at home anymore. (…) And then at the end it got to a point where, as we were at our dad’s parents … he found out that we were there. So it wasn’t safe to be there either, so then, the only place where we could go at that point was the shelter. But it wasn’t safe to be there [at the shelter] either, so then (…)
Milla: (...) there were suspicions that somehow ... through insider information dad had found out that, first of all, we are there at the shelter.

Regarding existential disruptions, the children brought forth experiences of injustice and being different compared with other children. According to Aurora, it was unfair that they have had to flee to shelter so many times. Many children thought that their experiences were unexplainable and that if they disclosed them, they would not be understood by other children without similar experiences (Callaghan et al., 2017). Consequently, some of the children kept silent:

At the beginning it was really difficult for me to talk about it, so maybe I kind of like, somehow, felt ashamed. But I always had friends who didn’t know about it, and I didn’t want to tell them. But then I had family friends who knew about it, and it was easier to talk to them. (Liisa)

The second dimension is related to children’s opportunities to have ‘social continuity’ in their lives. In terms of hopes, the children mentioned issues such as keeping up mutually rewarding relationships, meeting friends and choosing whether to see their father or not. In contrast to social continuity, the children were worried about the well-being and security of their mothers, siblings, friends and pets. Their social relationships were impaired because they needed to evaluate the potential risks of going out, being with friends outside or having their friends sleep over in their home.

You did not necessarily want those friends to visit you that much. And then sometimes, even when he had called, I got a certain feeling, or I kind of didn’t dare to go anywhere. (Taina)

In some cases, disclosing one’s experiences to a schoolmate led to bullying, because stalking did not make sense to other children (also Callaghan et al., 2017).

... Well, I only had one friend there, because the others were always saying bad things about me, and so on. (Piaa)

The data show that the children were often reluctant to meet their fathers. Many, especially older children, had a good understanding of how the father’s controlling dynamics operated within the family relations. Some stated that the main reason why they did not want to see their father was the poor quality of the child–father relationship. Some children started feeling more secure over time when the father reduced his stalking behaviour because of new interests, such as finding a new partner. They also felt more secure when they no longer were in contact with their father, for example, in one case where the father had passed away. Overall, the children gained a sense of safety after limiting or discontinuing contact with the father:

It has been a relief for me in the sense that I have been able to set boundaries. And to decide that I don’t want to be in contact with him
because I saw how he treated and still is treating my siblings who are in contact with him. (Katja)

The third dimension of children’s capabilities and functionings includes their possibilities for ‘physical and spatial continuity’. The children’s hopes and desired capabilities concerned their ability to move and play freely and to engage in education by achieving at school. The data show that these aspirations were disrupted because of constant changes in the children’s daily lives, their repeated relocations and restrictions concerning their space and moving freely outside. The physical and spatial disruptions escalated social ones, for example, when children lost their friendships because of moving to a new city and changing to a new school. In the following, Aurora discusses her wish for a safe relocation and a stable life:

Interviewer: What would you wish for, as to what happens next?
Aurora: Well, that the move [to a new location] goes well and, in the sense that there wouldn’t be a need to go to a shelter. That life would go on well enough. (...) Daddy wouldn’t find us anymore and ... (...) And yet we would see our friends.

Based on the narratives, the corrosive nature of the physical and spatial disruptions of the children’s capabilities for well-being and agency affected their social and educational development. Matti, whose father had escaped abroad, said that he felt better and safer but still needed his mother’s support in moving about. Taina brought forth negative effects on school attendance caused by being in contact with her father:

Many times, especially [after meeting the father] ... if the next day has been a school day, so (...) it has been hard to concentrate, as you get somehow ... or sometimes you wonder if you said something wrong and if he got angry, or, anyway, you get this lousy feeling after you have been forced to see him. (Taina)

On the whole, the data show that the children have ordinary hopes, but their fathers’ stalking behaviours causing existential, social, physical and spatial disruptions had adverse effects on them. The data also make visible the complexity and contradictory nature of the desired capabilities of the children. For example, they wish to be like others and to have a relationship with their father, but they also want to feel safe.

Conversion factors impacting children’s agency and well-being

The data contain children’s descriptions of positive and negative conversion factors (Robeyns, 2005) that influenced their capabilities not only at the levels of the individual and relations, but also at the institutional,
socio-structural and cultural levels. The conversion factors are illustrated in Table 2.

The data show that conversion factors at the individual level involve memories, emotions and actions which affect children’s ability to deal with fear and to exercise their agency for developing means to stay safe and, in the most severe cases, to stay alive. Distancing oneself emotionally from harmful experiences and memories related to the father strengthened the children’s agency (see also Morris et al., 2015). The children’s potential to realise their capabilities was related to the father’s commitment to change his harmful behaviour. For example, Maria started to visit her father again after he had gone through substance abuse treatment. Furthermore, one’s positive memories and ability to deal with stalking experiences served as a conversion factor influencing the child’s capabilities.

Many of the children described hobbies and studying as their coping mechanisms, which we perceive as positive factors affecting their agency. The children also described various safety routines that they follow in order to have a sense of control over their environment, such as going outside with a dog. Some children deliberately took different positions in social relationships to secure well-being. For example, older children in the family began to take responsibility for the safety of their mother and siblings. Some of the children were critical in forming relationships and formed only those that enhanced their own well-being:

But then, with friends it affects the most, the same thing. You are quite critical, and it’s really ... well, in principle it is difficult to make friends because, anyway, there is this tough critique. Or an exact pattern that you accept, in that sense. (Tiina)

Our analysis also showed that ‘relational conversion factors’ were interwoven with the individual factors that affected the children’s agency and well-being. In terms of positive conversion factors, many children found that, in addition to a physical distance to their father, their well-being depended greatly on the relationships with their mother and siblings, maternal relatives, sports coaches and selected friends. Particularly, the mother–child relationship was important both in terms of physical and emotional closeness:

In general, we have talked quite a lot with mum. Already before they separated we talked quite a lot about our family’s situation, and we didn’t try to hide it. Or pretend that everything is normal and everything is fine. Instead mum always highlighted that things like this shouldn’t really happen. (Katja)

Although the role of the mother, siblings and relatives was often a supportive one, negative effects emerged if they persuaded the children to keep in contact with the father against their will or if the mother was blamed for the family breakdown:
And always when we met somewhere, like by chance in the yard, so grandma [on the father’s side] always said that it would be nice if you visited us and so on. But then, when went there, she said maybe not to us but to mum that it [break up] is mum’s fault, so I myself didn’t want [to visit there] either, as you knew that it wasn’t true. (Liisa)

The data also show that ‘institutional conversion factors’ impact children’s agency and well-being. The children’s narrations regarding institutional factors varied depending on the age of the child. Young children were limited in their narration related to professionals and some could not distinguish the roles of professionals helping the family, whilst older children were able to evaluate the services and the professionals’ action. However, all children perceived their relationships with professionals as

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 2. Positive and negative aspects of conversion factors</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Conversion factor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Individual</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relational</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Institutional</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Socio-structural and cultural</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This table illustrates the positive and negative aspects of conversion factors that influenced the children's capabilities. The conversion factors are: individual, relational, institutional and socio-structural and cultural.
positive if the interaction was effective and if they could feel that their wishes and feelings were listened and responded to. The children valued therapeutic discussions with professionals and with other children who also had experienced stalking. Older children placed value on being able to say whether they want to live with the father or the mother:

Interviewer: Do you remember saying which one you want to live with?
Minttu: Mum.

Interviewer: What do you think, were you listened to?
Minttu: Well you could make the decision in principle. Or at least say your own opinion about the matter, I think it has been really important that they ask our opinion on things.

In terms of other positive institutional factors, we also identified, supervised and suspended contacts with the father and devices that increased the children’s capabilities to actually feel safe. Younger children emphasised concrete, physical devices, such as locks and alarm systems. Safe premises enabled the children to keep a physical distance to their father:

Well, like, it's a little safer here [at the shelter] and dad probably doesn't know that we are this far away. He doesn't know that we are here [in this town/municipality]. Now he won't come after us. Like in [the previous shelter]. (Aurora)

As for negative institutional factors, older children mentioned short-term professional help that ends when the stalking seems to be over and does not provide any concrete help. For example, some children pointed out child protection authorities who operate at the administrative level and do not actually help children in their life situations:

Interviewer: Have there been people providing help from the outside, as in this shelter, of course, and the work done here. (...) Milla: Well, at some point, there was the child protection.
Maija: That's right.
Milla: But I didn’t feel that we had the kind of ... kind of support person, in any way. I mean, maybe just officially, took care of issues. But I myself don't feel there was any concrete help that would've benefitted us. Just made these sessions possible and so on. So, in that sense yes, but nothing kind of ... visible. And especially because there have always been glitches and interruptions in communication on their side.

Regardless of age, the children were critical towards professional practices which did not acknowledge the severity of their situation. Even young children perceived the contradiction between a jail sentence or restraining order imposed on the father and the father’s continued presence in their lives (see Humphreys et al., 2019; Katz et al., 2020). In this
study, two siblings discussed problems related to their parents’ shared custody and professionals’ sharing of information concerning the children. In the case of these siblings, child protection workers let the father know, intentionally or unintentionally, the new address of the mother and children (also Callaghan et al., 2017).

I think it was when we moved there . . . In this [locality] when we [moved] to our apartment, it didn’t last long [without contact with the father], but then probably child protection had leaked our new address. (…) He of course argued a lot for . . . before mother got sole custody, the fact that he has a right to know where we live, or where we children live. But mum lives in the same place as we, so . . . (Milla)

According to the data, also ‘socio-structural and cultural conversion factors’ affect children’s well-being and agency. The Finnish legal, organisational and cultural context played a crucial role in how the children’s agency was acknowledged and what professional measures were taken to tackle the impacts of stalking. Mostly, socio-structural and cultural factors became visible in the children’s possibilities to determine their family relations by themselves. The data show that particularly younger children were typically in a subjugated position in relation to their parents and that they had little control over the way in which they are in contact with their father:

Well, sometimes [we stayed overnight at dad’s] or went to eat at dad’s or something, but, when we didn’t really want to go, so then he, he got angry or insulted when we didn’t dare to tell him. Then we asked mum to tell him, but he didn’t believe her and thought she’d made it up. (Taina)

Older children had more possibilities to influence issues that concern themselves (see also Dixon and Nussbaum, 2012). Although social workers must ascertain a child’s views, the data show that children themselves may have to be aware of their right to be heard. For example, the children’s awareness of their rights as citizens learnt at school was an important factor supporting them in making decisions that concern themselves:

Minna: Then, you have quite many rights.
Interviewer: Yes, that’s true. How do you know that a 12-year-old . . .?
Minna: From the social studies book [at school].
Interviewer: So, you learnt at school, in social studies that when you’re 12 years old you can decide whether you go [to meet the father], and you said that to the counsellor in the meeting?
Minna: Mmmh. Yes, we are taught that the rights, you have more rights when you turn 12.

A few key factors that affected the children’s ability to exercise their agency and, in some cases, compromised their well-being were related to
cultural and social expectations regarding family and to the family preservation ideology of the Finnish child welfare system (Pösö et al., 2014). Some of the children regarded the cultural conception of family as a significant factor affecting their well-being and possibilities to exercise their agency:

I kind of think that they shouldn’t necessarily support the family’s staying together, instead they should support the children’s wellbeing. They [professionals] don’t always … home is not always the best place to be. Maybe it is also about children wanting to protect their parents. (…) Or a child may feel guilty about talking against his/her parent or telling others what [the parent] has done and [the child] ends up saying that [he/she] does not want to be separated from [the parent]. (Katja)

Overall, the conversion factor analysis showed that the factors can be contradictory and cause complexities in children’s lives. Although the conversion factors contain various positive aspects protecting children and their resilience when experiencing father’s stalking, contradicting aspects of the factors can also form a chain of negative effects on children’s lives (Wolff and De-Shalit, 2007) that they have to resist and mitigate.

Discussion

Our investigation of children’s experiences revealed that parental stalking undermines hopes and desired capabilities, which are fundamental issues in view of children’s well-being and the realisation of their rights. The impacts and harm that stalking inflicts on children, such as fear, pain, loss, mixed feelings and a desire for ordinary life, are very similar to the harm that children experience in other forms of domestic violence and abuse (e.g. Morris et al., 2015; Arai et al., 2021). However, this study emphasises the multiple manifestations of stalking after parental separation and the resultant types of harm that go beyond violence and extend to children’s different spheres of life. Providing help and protection to these children should therefore be based on multidimensional framework (see Logan and Walker, 2017). The findings suggest that social workers can support children’s capabilities under parental stalking through interventions that provide internal and external protection (Figure 1).

Our findings emphasise the role of social workers in supporting children’s capabilities by providing internal protection so that children can achieve existential continuity. Internal protection means creating safety for children in the uncertainty and fear caused by the father’s stalking. In comparison to many other forms of domestic violence and abuse, this aspect is highlighted in stalking. Father’s stalking behaviour can continue
even if the mother and children are relocated, the father is convicted to jail or the father has escaped abroad. The father can attack after a long period of silence and use proxy stalkers to keep track of the victims (Logan and Walker, 2017; Nikupeteri et al., 2021). This requires that professionals acquire a situated understanding of the child’s lived experiences that is developed through a relationship in which children are seen as individuals and able to feel that they are listened to and valued (also Arai et al., 2021; Tisdall et al., 2021). The child-professional dialogue would include questions such as: ‘What are your hopes and aspirations?’ (capabilities); ‘what is life like for you now?’ (functionings) and ‘how is this different from what you expect from life?’ (desired capabilities). To become listened to has an important role in helping children engender a

**Figure 1:** Supporting children’s capabilities. The figure illustrates how social workers can support the capabilities of children who are exposed to parental stalking. The left side of the figure highlights the professional practices where the social workers work with and for the child. The right side of the figure highlights the multiprofessional collaboration and related interventions and professional practices. Through these interventions, social workers can create internal and external protection for children.
feeling of safety, practice coping skills and create relationships with safe adults (also Morris et al., 2015; Arai et al., 2021).

The findings show the complexities of individual situations and that children’s aspirations can be contradictory. For example, the children expressed conflicting emotions related to their fathers, such as disgust and fear, but also closeness to him and a desire for a shared home. Also, moving to a new town created a feeling of relief and safety, but it also engendered unpredictability, which disrupted one’s wishes for security and continuity and created feelings of loneliness and shame. Moreover, some positive and negative conversion factors were intertwined, creating contradictions in decision-making concerning the realisation of safety. The contradictions occurred, for example, in making decisions relating to whether the children wanted or did not want to see their fathers. It is important that social workers deal with these complexities by offering psychosocial support so that children can become knowledgeable agents who understand and reason out their experiences (also Burchardt and Vizard, 2009; Morris et al., 2015; Arai et al., 2021).

Professional practice drawing on the CA should use power with rather than power ‘over’ in order to make a positive difference in functionings and to avoid damaging personal identities that children have a reason to value (Entwistle and Watt, 2013).

Furthermore, our findings highlight the role of social workers and other professionals in creating safe external conditions for children (Nussbaum, 2011). The crucial issue is children’s relationships with their mothers and particularly their fathers, which is a central theme in other studies on domestic violence as well (e.g. Holt, 2015; Morris et al., 2015). In terms of social continuity, providing protection to a child is to a great extent dependent on keeping up the relationships that children consider rewarding. For example, many children find their mother as a significant supporter (also Katz, 2015; Morris et al., 2015). To create safe conditions, social workers need to take children’s statements on their fathers seriously (Arai et al., 2021; Tisdall et al., 2021) and, if needed, to impose limits on some parental rights in order to protect children’s capabilities and rights (Dixon and Nussbaum, 2012; Holt, 2015). This is important, as a child’s contacts can involve a risk of severe violence (Bendlin and Sheridan, 2021). Social workers should utilise the whole range of child–father contact options available, from supervised exchange and visits to suspending the father’s contact with the child and find ways to ensure that the stalker is a ‘good enough’ father (Holt, 2015). As Holt (2015) suggests, abusive fathers should be approached as a ‘risk’ in the context of post-separation father–child contacts and they need to be held responsible for their abusive behaviour before the potential for safe contact can be considered.

Our findings highlight the importance of external protection of the physical and spatial aspects of children’s everyday lives. External safety
measures, such as providing security systems and relocating the child and abused mother, play crucial role in stalking-related safety planning. Protecting the child requires strong agency from social workers to address the father’s abusive behaviour on behalf of the child, to report the father’s offences and to help impose protective judicial measures such as restraining orders against the father. Social workers need to critically reflect on the institutional and cultural perceptions related to family and parenting that can promote or hinder the process of helping children to exploit their capabilities. This includes identifying the dynamics of coercive and controlling behaviours when assessing the father’s post-separation parenting, where abusive behaviour against children can be hidden under the mask of ‘caring’ fathering (Katz et al., 2020). Moreover, it is important to be aware of the perpetrator’s potential strategy to involve professionals in further victimisation (Løkkegaard et al., 2019; Bracewell et al., 2022). Helping children requires that professionals hold knowledge on stalking as a specific form of domestic violence and abuse. They also need to be able to determine if a child’s need for help derives from father’s stalking behaviour.

Creating internal and external protection requires risk assessment through collaboration between social workers, law enforcement and health service professionals (also Løkkegaard et al., 2019). In this collaboration, social work has an important role in coordinating services with a child-centric orientation (cf. Pösö et al., 2014) and advocating children’s participation when making decisions on child matters. Stalking as a course of conduct that can escalate or deescalate over time (Logan and Walker, 2017) emphasises the importance of professionals’ continuous dialogue with children to ensure their best interest, to safeguard their well-being and to successfully evaluate the need for protective measures. Discussing with children the factors that impede or promote security helps professionals to develop safety plans that enable children to have more control over their lives in terms of managing their emotions and their physical and social circumstances, amongst other things (see Morris et al., 2015; Logan and Walker, 2017; Nikupeteri and Laitinen, 2021; Bracewell et al., 2022). In this study, linkages between choice, control and well-being were evident in the narratives of the older children. Consequently, it is also important that younger children are able to participate in making decisions concerning their own lives (Dixon and Nussbaum, 2012).

There are some limitations concerning the study. The methodological ones relate to the qualitative method and the relatively small body of data. Also, the specific context of the study can be considered a limitation: The study was conducted in Finland which, as a Nordic welfare society, has a comprehensive and advanced welfare system providing social and health services for all families (Pösö et al., 2014). The Finnish social security system supports children to realise their desired capabilities in ways not available in most other countries. In terms of future research,
it would be important to study the capabilities of children based on more comprehensive data collected in different contexts.

Conclusion

Our study demonstrated how the CA can help social workers to understand children’s experiences and to operationalise their rights when they are exposed to parental stalking. The CA as an analytic framework enabled us to create a nuanced understanding of the multidimensional and interlinked factors affecting these children’s agency and well-being. To provide children with real opportunities to lead a life that they value, social workers need to engage in a dialogue with children about the multi-level factors that influence their capabilities and well-being. Our findings show that social workers can support children’s capabilities under parental stalking by providing internal and external protection.
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